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Abstract. It is well established that water-alcohol mixtures exhibit anomalous properties at very low as well
as at very high alcohol concentrations. Almost all the studies in this regard intend to link these anomalies to
the microscopic structural changes as water (or alcohol) concentration increases in the mixture. However, it is
important to note that the nature of these structural changes could be different at the water- and TBA-rich concentrations. In this article, our goal is to address such structural change overs, if really present, in the mixtures
of water and tert-butanol (TBA) by using simulated X-ray scattering structure function, S(q), real space radial
and spatial distribution functions and heterogeneity order parameter. By using a judicial partitioning scheme,
we show that structural characteristic of pure water is qualitatively retained for XTBA < 0.1. The simulated S(q)
peaks at around q=2 and q=2.8 Å−1 , which correspond to water oxygen correlations, begin to fade away only
after XTBA ≥ 0.1. This is a clear indication of microscopic structural transition at XTBA ≈ 0.1. Beyond XTBA =
0.1, the TBA structural features begin to take over to that of water. The peak at q=1.3 Å−1 which primarily corresponds to nonpolar-nonpolar correlations in pure TBA begin to rise at XTBA ≈ 0.1. However, the pre-peak at
around q=0.75 Å−1 , which is due to polar-polar and nonpolar-polar correlations in pure TBA, seems to appear
at lower q value only at the equi-molar concentration of the mixture. From the solvent cage surrounding the
TBA molecules, we observe that while the aggregation of TBA alkyl groups, due to hydrophobic interaction,
is maximum at 10% TBA, the intervening hydrogen bonding interactions between water and TBA molecules
tend to lower the hydrophobic interactions between the alkyl groups of alcohol with increasing concentration of
TBA. In addition to this, we also observe dimers and small clusters of water molecules in the TBA-rich regime.
The computed heterogeneity order parameters for the individual components of the mixture reveal enhanced
non-uniform distribution of the TBA molecules near XTBA ≈ 0.1 to 0.3. These results are also supported by
the radial distribution functions and nearest neighbour coordination numbers of water and TBA oxygen atoms
around TBA oxygen.
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1. Introduction
Alcohol-water mixtures render anomalous properties
at very dilute as well as concentrated alcohol composition.1 30 The observed anomalies in many of the
thermodynamic and transport properties of these mixtures, including excess partial molar enthalpies,1 heat
capacities,1,2 concentration fluctuations3 5 and its temperature dependence, non-monotonic mole-fraction
dependence of Walden’s product16 are often linked to
the structure of these solutions. Also, other properties
such as mean molar volume, self-diffusion coefficients,
compressibility, and the excess entropy2 are significantly smaller than the values that are estimated for an
ideal mixture of the pure liquids. Neutron diffraction9,11 14,17 and X-ray scattering1,5 7 as well as fluorescence15 experiments of water-TBA mixture indicate
∗ For

correspondence

that the hydrophobic interaction between alkyl groups
of TBA drives the self-association of TBA molecules
when present at low mole-fraction in aqueous solution. The self-association of TBA molecules renders an
enhanced structure of the mixture causing significant
amount of loss of entropy.2 In addition, as we move
from water-rich region towards TBA-rich region, the
tetrahedral (water-like) structure gradually transforms
to linear zigzag alcohol like structure.
In the past, several Monte Carlo8,10 14,18 (MC) and
Molecular Dynamics19 22,25 30 (MD) simulations have
been performed to investigate the structure and dynamics of alcohol-water mixtures. Nakanishi et al., performed MC18 and subsequently MD19,20 simulation
studies for very low concentration of TBA in the mixture of water-TBA. In their simulation studies, selfassociation of TBA molecules was observed, however
hydrogen bonding between the TBA molecules was
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not found. Noto and coworkers21 carried out ab initio
quantum chemical calculations in order to investigate
the hydration structure around TBA molecule and
compared with those around trimethylamine-N-oxide
(TMAO). Their results indicated that water was more
tightly coordinated with TMAO molecule than with
TBA. Similar comparison was made by Paul and
Patey30 to explain the reason behind association of TBA
in water when present in low mole-fraction. Note that
TMAO does not show this kind of self-segregation.
The stronger interaction of hydrophilic group of TMAO
with water than that of TBA was found to be the principle reason behind this observation. Bowron et al.,
carried out MC simulations by using empirical potential structure refinement (EPSR) method to extract the
structure functions at different compositions of the
water-TBA mixtures.8 14 Later on, Kusalik and coworkers modified the potential parameters of Noto
et al., model of TBA and carried out fully flexible
all-atom MD simulations in concentrated aqueous
solution.29 Hirata and coworkers23,24 extensively studied the TBA-water mixture by using the reference interaction site model (RISM) integral equation theory
where the association of polar molecules was considered through an appropriate closure description. These
authors used the extended simple point charge (SPC/E)
model for water and the optimized potential for liquid simulation (OPLS) force field for TBA.23 These
studies indicated that at low TBA concentration the
TBA molecules favour formation of clusters through
hydrophobic interactions among the methyl groups,
whereas the TBA-hydroxyl groups are involved in
hydrogen bonding with water molecules surrounding
the clusters. However, the agreement between the calculated partial radial distribution functions and those
extracted from the neutron diffraction experiments and
all-atom molecular dynamics simulations was found
to be qualitative, even though realistic potentials with
proper closer functions were used.23 Gupta and Patey31
have compared the ability of various water and alcohol
models to form aggregates, especially at low alcohol
concentrations. Their work reveals that not all water and
alcohol models show molecular aggregation. Banerjee
and Bagchi32,33 have shown that the existence of TBA
clusters in the low TBA concentration is because of the
so-called Janus effect. They have found that the lifetime
of these clusters spans up to a few tens of picosecond
for water-TBA mixture.
Though the aforementioned simulation studies reveal
interesting structural aspects of water-TBA mixtures,
the TBA concentration range considered was rather narrow. Also, the low water concentration region of the
mixture has been overlooked by most of the studies.

To the best of our knowledge, the first simulation work
that covered the entire composition range of the waterTBA mixtures is that of Lee and Vegt.25 The authors’
study was focussed on thermodynamics and structural
properties. Very recently, Artola and coworkers34 have
extensively studied the nature of mixing process in
water-TBA mixtures using X-ray and neutron scattering
experiments, and supported their data with simulation
results using TIP4P/2005 and TraPPE-UA models for
water and TBA, respectively. These authors have also
given some insight about the existence of microscopic
heterogeneous structure due to enhanced TBA-TBA
correlations at lower water concentrations.
Herein, we have carried out a thorough investigation
of simulated X-ray scattering structure of water-TBA
mixtures by employing various atomic and molecular
level partitioning schemes for S(q). We have also used
heterogeneity order parameter proposed by Wang and
Voth to appreciate the composition dependence of the
mixture heterogeneity. These properties have been complemented with spatial distribution functions and radial
distribution functions. To the best of our knowledge,
such analysis on water-TBA structure has not been
reported in the past.
2. Theoretical and Simulation details
We have used rigid SPC/E model for water35 and OPLSAA36,37 force field for TBA. Recently, Vegt and coworkers25
have proposed new force field parameters for water-TBA
mixtures that reproduces the experimental Kirkwood-Buff
integrals and have compared the same with previously proposed force-fields. Although, their model is adequate enough
to reproduce experimental density and thermodynamics data,
the simulated radial distribution functions were still off
from the experimental results.25 Moreover, the proposed
force field by Lee and Vegt was parameterized using reaction field to deal long range interactions. Recently, Artola
et al., have shown that TIP4P/200538 water model and
TraPPE-UA39 model for TBA are sufficient to capture the
observed structural features in the X-ray and neutron scattering experimentts.34 It will be shown later that the combination of the models used in the present study is also
adequate enough to reproduce the experimental X-ray scattering structure function not only at low-q but also at high-q
wavenumber regions for the entire composition range of
the mixture.
All the MD simulations were performed in isothermalisobaric ensemble (NPT) using single-precision GROMACS
program.40,41 The TBA mole-fraction investigated in the
present study are: 0.0, 0.02, 0.04, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6,
0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 0.96, 0.98 and 1.0. For all the mole-fraction
studied here, the total number of molecules was fixed to
1000. OPLS-AA type of mixing rules for the off-diagonal
Lennard-Jones parameters were applied for the interaction of
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water and TBA molecules: εij = εii εjj and σij = σii σjj .
For each mole-fraction, the initial configuration was generated from the previously equilibrated box of pure SPC/E
water and OPLS-AA TBA liquids. In order to get the desired
composition, we randomly replaced the TBA molecules by
water molecules in the box of pure TBA. This was done using
genbox utility command implemented in GROMACS. Each
simulation box was coupled with Nosé-Hoover42 45 thermostat and Parrinello-Rahman46 barostat to maintain the target
temperature and pressure, respectively. Three-dimensional
periodic boundary conditions and minimum image convention were applied to the simple cubic cell used in the simulation. Each system was run for at least 8 ns at 303 K and
1 bar. The final 5 ns trajectory was saved at a frequency of
0.1 ps for analysing the results. Equation of motion was integrated using the leap-frog algorithm with a 1 fs time step. The
cut-off lengths for the Lennard-Jones and real-space part of
the Coulomb interactions were set to 1.0 nm. The long-range
electrostatic interactions were dealt using the Particle Mesh
Ewald (PME) summation method with an interpolation order
of 6 and 0.08 nm of Fourier grid spacing. The validity of the
force-fields for water and TBA used in the present study has
been checked by computing the bulk density and the selfdiffusion constants of water and TBA for the whole range
of the composition and comparing them with experimental
data47 (Please see Figures S1 and S2 of the Supporting Information). The simulated densities and self-diffusion coefficients of the mixtures show quantitative agreement with the
experimental data over the entire composition range. Please
note that such a comparison has also been provided by Artola
et al.,34 but with different force fields for water and TBA
molecules. The simulated isothermal compressibility (κT )
and excess molar volume (VE ) as a function of composition
and their comparison with corresponding experimental data
is provided in the Supporting Information as Figure S3.25,48
Experimentally, the X-ray structure function is calculated from the coherent part of the total scattering
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intensity, Icoh (q) using, S(q) = Icoh (q)− xi fi2 (q)
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momentum transfer (q) is defined as q =
λ
and fi (q), are the mole-fraction and atomic form factor
of atoms of type i, respectively. In this formula, 2θ is the scattering angle and λ is the wavelength of the incident X-ray.
Theoretically, X-ray scattering static structure function can
be computed using the real-space coordinates of the atoms
by using Eq. 1.
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In Eq. 1, gij (r) is partial radial pair distribution function
(RDF) for the atomic species of type i and j . L and ρ0 are
the box length and the total number density of the system,
respectively. W(r) is the Lorch window function which is
used to reduce the effect of finite truncation of r without
hindering the positions of the peaks in S(q).49,50 The type i
and j run over H, C and O atoms in this study. The atomic
form factors were taken from the International Tables for
Crystallography.51
The origin of the different features in S(q) could be
explained via its atomic and molecular subcomponents. The
total S(q) can be expressed in terms of atomic pair partial
n 
n

Sij (q), where
structure functions, Sij (q) as: S(q) =
i=1 j =1

Sij (q) is given by52
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The molecular sub-component, S αβ (q) can be summed up
2
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S αβ (q) where,52 60
such that S(q) =
α=1 β=1
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In order to elucidate the composition dependence of the
microscopic spatial heterogeneity in the mixture, we chose
the reduced heterogeneity order parameter (RHOP) as a metric of spatial heterogeneity proposed by Wang and Voth.61,62
The RHOP is defined as:
RHOP = ĥ−ĥ0 =<

Ns 
Ns
1 
2
2
e−rαβ /2σ > −ĥ0 .
Ns α=1 β=1

(4)

In Eq. 4, ĥ is the heterogeneity order parameter (HOP), ĥ0
is the HOP for uniformly distributed configurations having
same number of sites,61,62 and rαβ is the distance between
sites α and β with appropriate periodic condition correction.
1/3
σ = L/Ns , where L is the side-length of the box and
Ns is the number of sites of interest. The HOP is a measure
of uneven spatial distribution of identical sites. The RHOP,
which is normalized HOP, approaches to a large value when
there is enhanced local density augmentation of the sites61,62
and tends to zero for uniformly distributed sites. Alternatively, the HOP can be calculated through radial distribution,
g(r) for the site of interest as,61,62
L/2
2
2
4π r 2 g(r)e−r /2σ dr.
ĥ = 1 + ρs

xi fi (q)

.

0

(5)
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In the above equation, the bulk number density of site s is
given by ρs = Ns /L3 . In the limit of uniform distribution,
ĥ → ĥ0 as g(r) → 1.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Heterogeneity order parameter and
three-dimensional spatial arrangement
A semi-quantitative picture of the compositiondependent change in the morphology of the water-TBA
mixture can be gleaned through equilibrium snapshots
of the mixtures that are shown only for 10, 50 and
96% of TBA in Figures 1(a)–(c). While the microscopic
self-segregation of water and TBA molecules for 10%
TBA is evident from Figure 1(a), the mixtures with 50 and
96% TBA appear to be homogeneous (Figures 1(b) and
(c)). This observation is consistent with the one previously reported by other authors.29,31 33,63 These visual
observations have been further quantified through
reduced heterogeneity parameter (RHOP) with varying
mixture composition. The composition-dependence of
the spatial heterogeneity of the mixture has been investigated via RHOP for water and TBA molecules and are
presented in Figure 2. One important point to be noticed
from the figure is that the water and TBA RHOPs
are non-monotonic functions of TBA mole-fraction.
Moreover, the position of maximum is at XTBA = 0.3
and 0.2 for water and TBA, respectively. This means
that spatial heterogeneity rendered by TBA molecules
in water-TBA mixture is enhanced at around XTBA =
0.1−0.3. As shall be shown later, the nearest-neighbour
coordination numbers for correlations involving TBA
molecules also show an inflection point at around XTBA
= 0.2.
XTBA=0.1

(a)

In order to complement these observations, the threedimensional spatial distribution functions (SDFs) of the
constituent species reflecting the nearest-neighbour solvation shells around water and TBA for selected molefractions are displayed in Figures 3(a)–(f). In these
figures, the TBA and water molecules are rendered in
cyan and red colours, respectively. The specific spatial
distribution functions for TBA carbon and oxygen atoms
around TBA molecule are also provided in Figure S4
(Supplementary Information). Via Figures 3(a) and
S4(a), we observe that for 10% TBA mixture, the TBA
hydrophobic groups tend to prefer hydrophobic moiety
of TBA and the TBA hydroxyl groups prefer to be surrounded by water molecules. Therefore, in the waterrich regime, there is maximum aggregation of TBA
molecules via strong hydrophobic interactions. The
hydrophobic interactions in this regime are much more

Figure 2. Composition-dependence of the reduced heterogeneity parameter (RHOP) for water and TBA. The centreof-mass coordinates of water and TBA molecules have been
used to calculate the corresponding RHOP.

XTBA=0.5

(b)

XTBA=0.96

(c)

Figure 1. Equilibrium snapshots for water-TBA mixture with (a) 0.1, (b) 0.5, and (c) 0.96 mole-fraction of
TBA. The oxygen atoms of both water and TBA molecules are shown in red and TBA carbons are depicted
in cyan colour.
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XTBA=0.1

(a)

XTBA=0.1

(b)

XTBA=0.5

XTBA=0.5

(d)

(c)

XTBA=0.96

(e)

XTBA=0.96

(f)

Figure 3. Three-dimensional density isosurfaces reflecting the distribution of water and
TBA in the nearest solvation shells of TBA and water for XTBA = 0.1 ((a) & (b)), 0.5 ((c) &
(d)) and 0.96 ((e) & (f)). The TBA isosurfaces are shown in cyan and water in red.
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significant in deciding the structural arrangement. As
will be discussed later, this fact is also confirmed by the
RDFs for TBA carbon atoms. Further, as the TBA concentration increases, the probability of finding TBA
molecules around both the hydrophobic as well as
hydroxyl groups of the central TBA molecule increases.
At XTBA = 0.1, the density isosurfaces of water around
water molecule is similar to what we usually observe
in pure water (Figure 3(b)). A trivial presence of TBA
molecules around water molecules can also be seen
in the SDF. Significant probability of TBA molecules
around its hydrophobic and hydrophilic groups can be
noticed for the equimolar mixture (Figure 3(c)), but
the hydroxyl group of TBA is still well solvated by
water molecules. At the same composition of the mixture, the water molecules nearest solvation shells are
shared by both water as well as TBA. Dominant hydrogen bonding network of water molecules is still witnessed in equimolar mixture. After careful examination of
the polar and non-polar isosurfaces of TBA, we found
the polar interactions between the TBA molecules dominate in TBA-rich regime whereas the hydrophobic
interactions between them is responsible for TBA-TBA
aggregation near water-rich compositions. At the 96%
TBA content, the water molecules are almost isolated
from other water molecules by the omnipresence of
TBA molecules in the mixture, see Figure 3(e)–(f).
The water molecules are either situated near to the
hydroxyl group of TBA or to the rarely present other
water molecules. Although the blocks of other water

molecules surrounding the water molecule are observed,
it is well understood that these distributions are computed from ensemble averaged structure; so, other water
molecules rarely surround the water molecule, and
rather tend to occur as free molecules. Hence, in TBArich region, the hydrogen bonding network of water
disappears and dimeric/trimeric/tetrameric chains of
water appear to be stabilized by the hydroxyl group
of TBA molecules. Considerable amount of isolated
water molecules can also be seen in the TBA-rich
composition of the mixture.29
3.2 The simulated X-ray scattering structure
function, S(q)
The structural landscape of the mixture discussed in
the previous section can also be appreciated better by
looking at the X-ray scattering total structure functions,
S(q) which is an experimentally measurable observable. In Figure 4 shown are the computed X-ray scattering total structure functions for the entire range of the
mixture composition computed using Eq. 1. Note that
in the high-q region (q>1.75Å−1 ), pure water shows
two peaks at around q=2 and q=2.8 Å−1 , which correspond to an average spatial characteristic separation
in real-space of about 3.1 and 2.2 Å (D = 2π/q),
respectively. Neat TBA liquid shows only one peak
at around q=2.5 Å−1 in this region, though not much
pronounced. In addition, neat TBA displays two peaks
at around q=0.75 and q=1.3 Å−1 in the low-q region

Figure 4. Total structure function, S(q) as a function of q for TBA-water
mixtures at different TBA concentration at T=303 K.
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(q<1.75 Å−1 ) of total S(q). This observation reflects
the presence of real-space characteristic length scales of
about 8.4 and 4.8 Å in pure TBA.
Figure 4 also shows that the peak at q=0.75 Å−1
shifts towards lower q values or larger length scales
with gradual fading of its intensity as the TBA concentration is lowered in the mixture. Furthermore, reaching
onto the pure water, this peak is completely diminished. On the other hand, while the intensity of the
peak at around q=1.3 Å−1 decreases with decreasing
TBA content, the position of this peak appears to be
less sensitive towards the change in mixture composition. In addition, both the low-q peaks are absent for
XTBA < 0.1. This implies that the overall pure water-like
structural characteristics are retained at least up to XTBA
< 0.1. Hence, at XTBA ≥ 0.1, the low-q peaks associated
with TBA start emerging and high-q peaks corresponding to water begin to fade away. For XTBA ≥ 0.9, both
low- and high-q peaks are almost similar to that of pure
TBA, indicating that at higher TBA composition neat
TBA-like structural topography is maintained. These
observations indicate that in the water-rich compositions, the hydrogen bonding between the water molecules is dominant and TBA-like characteristic ordering
is minimal, similar to that observed in the three
dimensional structural landscape discussed previously.
Recently, Artola and coworkers have performed X-ray
and neutron scattering experiments and carried out MD
simulations using TraPPE-UA and TIP4P/2005 models
for TBA and water, respectively. Very much similar to
the predictions made by the FFs used by Artola et al.,
the FFs used in the present study also show enough
robustness to reproduce the experimental data.34
To shed more light on the exact origin of the observed
peaks in both high- and low-q regions of the total S(q),
atom-based partial structure functions of pure water and
TBA are shown in Figures 5(a)–(b). From Figure 5(a),
we can observe that both the high-q peaks are primarily due to water oxygen pair correlations (OW -OW ) and
having a minor contribution from HW -OW component.
The HW -HW partial component is almost uniform due
to very low X-ray scattering power of hydrogen atoms.
In case of pure TBA, see Figure 5(b), while the peak
at q=1.3 Å−1 has predominant contribution from CTBA CTBA component, it is also accompanied with HTBA -CTBA
and CTBA -OTBA , the lower-q peak at q=0.75 Å−1 is rendered by CTBA -OTBA and OTBA -OTBA intermediate-range
correlations.
From Figures 4 and 5, we can clearly observe that the
peak at q=0.75 Å−1 , which is rendered by polar-polar
(OTBA -OTBA ) and nonpolar-polar (CTBA -OTBA ) correlations, starts to diminish as the concentration of TBA
is decreased and completely vanished for XTBA ≤ 0.5.
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However, the peak at around q=1.3 Å−1 , which has
predominant contribution from CTBA− CTBA , persists for
XTBA ≥ 0.1. Furthermore, we have also computed the
composition-dependent partial structure functions for
TBA-TBA and water-water components to better understand the origin of the peaks in the total S(q) (see
Figure S5(a)–(b) in Supplementary Information). We
observe that the pre-peak at q=1.3 Å−1 is mainly due to
strong TBA-TBA correlations near TBA-rich compositions and, as the TBA dilution occurs, this contribution
fades away. Water-water correlation thus become more
significant at lower TBA concentrations and are major
contributors to the high-q region peaks. Hence, we can
infer that TBA-like structure begins to emerge around
XTBA = 0.5 and fully converges to pure TBA beyond
XTBA = 0.96.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. Total (black) and atomic partial structure functions for (a) pure water and (b) pure TBA liquids at 303 K.
Notice that for pure water, the peaks at q=2.8 Å−1 and q=2
Å−1 correspond to OW -OW and HW -OW pair correlations. For
pure TBA, the peak at q=1.3 Å−1 is dominated by nonpolar
correlations (HTBA -CTBA and CTBA -CTBA ) whereas the peak
at q=0.75 Å−1 is mostly by polar-polar (OTBA -OTBA ) and
nonpolar-polar (CTBA -OTBA ) correlations.
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To identify the atomic pair correlations responsible
for the peaks in the total S(q) and their variation with
TBA content, in Figure 6 we have shown all partial
atomic structure functions calculated using Eq. 2. These
partial S(q)s are split into six panels for visual clarity
and the colour coding for the complete composition
range is same as in Figure 4. It is evident from the figure
that C–C atomic pair is the most significant contributor
to the peak at q = 1.3 Å−1 . This certifies the fact that
the non-polar interactions are responsible for the origin
of this peak. The H-H (Figure 4(a)), H-C (Figure 4(b))
and H-O (Figure 4(c)) atomic pair correlation peaks are

not much pronounced because of the very low scattering
power of the lighter atoms, specifically that of hydrogen. The C-O pair correlation shows a significant contribution to the low-q peak. The peaks at q = 0.75 Å−1
near the TBA-rich end and at q = 2 and 2.8 Å−1 near
water-rich region of the mixture have major contribution from O-O atomic pairs. As we observe that among
all the atomic pair contributions, O-O correlation is
the most significant one; we have further partitioned
the total S(q) into OW -OW , OTBA -OW and OTBA -OTBA
to study the contributions from oxygen atoms of individual components (shown in Figure 7). The OW -OW

Figure 6. Atomic partial structure function corresponding to, (a) H-H (b) H-C (c) H-O (d) C-C (e) C-O
(f) O-O components for the TBA-Water mixture at various compositions.
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Figure 7. (a) OW -OW , (b) OTBA -OW , and (c) OTBA -OTBA
partial structure functions of TBA-water mixtures at various
compositions.
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correlations corresponding to the peaks at 2 and 2.8 Å−1
are dominant at higher water concentrations in the mixture. It is further evident from Figure 7 that the OW -OW
correlations significantly contribute to the high-q peak
or short distance correlations and are more intense at
higher water concentrations. Similarly, OTBA -OTBA pair
correlations contribute in the low-q peak near TBA-rich
compositions. On the other hand, the OTBA -OW partial
S(q)s display peak in both low as well as in high wave
numbers.
3.3 Radial distribution functions, g(r)
In order to give a better view of the local structure of
TBA-water mixtures, we have also calculated the radial
distribution functions (RDFs) involving the oxygen
atoms of TBA and water (namely, OW -OW , OW -OTBA
and OTBA -OTBA ) which are shown in Figures 8(a)–(c).
The corresponding number of the nearest neighbours
for these pairs are plotted as a function of XTBA in
Figures 9(a)–(c). We observe that for all the three
pairs, the nearest neighbor peak heights increase with
increasing TBA content in the mixture, which suggests
that the correlations become stronger with rise in TBA

concentration. But, the peak positions almost remain same
for the entire range of the composition and this indicates that at a particular separation, the probability of
finding these pairs with respect to the bulk value increases as we increase the alcohol concentration. Similar
observations for oxygen-oxygen pair correlations have
also been reported for water-methanol mixtures by
Laaksonen64 and for water-TBA by other groups.9,25,29
Analogous to the water-TBA mixtures, the oxygen pair
correlations for water-ethanol mixtures also show similar
observations. The effect of alcohol concentration on the
peak intensity is considerable but that on peak position
and shape is almost negligible, which in turn gives an
evidence for the micro-heterogeneity of the system.65
This supposition is supported by the composition
dependence of coordination numbers for the above
mentioned correlations. In Figure 9(b)–(c), we observe
two types of slopes for OTBA -OTBA and OW -OTBA correlations showing an inflection point at XTBA ≈ 0.2, which
is consistent with our previous observation from RHOP
revealing the micro-heterogeneity of the mixture.
Hence, in case of TBA-TBA correlations, the structural
transitions are observed in the water-rich region.
The RDFs corresponding to the TBA carbons (or
hydrophobic group), CTBA -CTBA , and intermolecular

Figure 8. Radial distribution function g(r) for, (a) OW -OW (b) OW -OTBA (c) OTBA -OTBA at 303 K.
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Figure 9. Composition dependence of first-solvation shell coordination number for, (a)
OW -OW , (b) OW -OTBA , and (c) OTBA -OTBA . A clear inflection point at around XTBA =0.2 can
be seen in the case of OW -OTBA and OTBA -OTBA coordination numbers. The average coordination number of the j th type of atom around the i th type atom was calculated using the
rmin
integral of corresponding RDF as: nij (r) = 4πρj
r 2 gij (r)dr, where rmin is the position of
0

first minimum in the RDF, covering the first solvation shell.

O-H pairs are provided in the supplementary information (Figure S6(a)–(e)). From the CTBA -CTBA RDFs
(Figure S6(a)), one can witness that the correlations
between the hydrophobic groups of the TBA molecules
are gradually enhanced up to 10% TBA composition.
Beyond 10% TBA composition of the mixture, the
hydrophobic correlations begin to depreciate and are
asymptotically converged for XTBA ≥ 0.5. Note that
such observations have also been reported in the previous studies on water-TBA mixtures.9 This also indicates
that the microscopic heterogeneity of these systems at
lower TBA concentration is accompanied with enhanced hydrophobic interactions between the nonpolar
alkyl groups of TBA. The intermolecular hydrogen
bonded O-H pair correlations are also shown in Figure
S6(b)–(e) in Supplementary Information. Even though
we see that all the H-bond correlations appear to
increase with increasing TBA mole-fraction, the coordination number corresponding (data not shown here) to
HW -OW decreases, whereas that of HW -OTBA , HTBA -OW,
and HTBA -OTBA increase with increasing XTBA .

4. Conclusions
Let us summarise the main results of this article. We
have performed all-atom classical molecular dynamics simulations of the TBA-water mixtures over the
whole composition range and the computed properties
have been compared with existing experimental data.
The simulated results indicate that the models used for
water and TBA molecules are able to capture many
physical properties of these mixtures, at least in the
semi-quantitative level. The composition-dependent Xray scattering structures of these mixture have been
examined through atomic pair contributions and molecular sub-components of the total S(q)s, which were
complemented with radial and three-dimensional spatial distribution functions. We observed that the SPC/E
model for water and OPLS-AA for TBA are appropriate enough to mimic the experimentally observed X-ray
scattering structures of the mixture. It was shown that
pure TBA system contributes to the lower q peaks and
pure water to the higher q peaks in the corresponding
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total S(q). We observed that for TBA concentration
less than 10%, the water-like structure dominates and
beyond 50:50 composition TBA-like microscopic structure gradually takes over that of water. The structure eventually converges to pure TBA as the TBA
concentration is increased beyond XTBA ≈ 0.9. The
intermolecular RDFs for CTBA -CTBA atoms clearly
demonstrate the presence of maximum hydrophobic
aggregation at XTBA = 0.1. The three-dimensional isodensity surfaces shown here are evidence of this fact.
Also, it is confirmed that beyond XTBA = 0.9, the
three-dimensional hydrogen bonding network of water
totally disappears and the mixture contains water dimer,
trimer and tetrameric chains as well as isolated water
molecules, which corroborates well with previous studies on water-alcohol mixtures.64 The simulated heterogeneity order parameters for water and TBA clearly
showed enhanced heterogeneity in TBA distribution for
XTBA = 0.1–0.3 range. A clear change in the slope of
coordination number vs. XTBA curve for OTBA -OTBA at
XTBA = 0.2 is indicative of different nature of structural
evolution below and above this mole-fraction. Similar structural analyses would be useful to understand
the recently reported aggregation behaviour in aqueous solutions of protein denaturant,66 oxyalcohol,67 and
cycloether.68 It would also be interesting to study the
solvent polarization modes and solvation shell structure
of ionic species when dissolved in such mixtures.69
Supplementary Information (SI)
Comparison of simulated and experimental densities, selfdiffusion coefficients, isothermal compressibility, excess volume, and SDFs, partial structure functions and RDFs are
given in Supplementary Information, which is available at
www.ias.ac.in/chemsci.
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